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The library catalog of Alfonso Paleotti, the archbishop of Bologna from 1597 until his
death in 1619, begins with a  ashy title-page bearing Paleotti’s illuminated coat of arms,
and, written carefully in red and black ink, the words, “The Library of Alfonso Paleotti,
Archbishop of Bologna.” Judging from the long list of books that follows, Paleotti’s
collection contained much of what we might expect to  nd in an archbishop’s library in
the early seventeenth century. There were works on religious history, including
Baronio’s Annales ecclesiastici, a gargantuan work on the history of the Catholic Church,
published in several volumes between 1588 and 1607.  He owned the Bible and writings
by the early church fathers, like St. Ambrose, too. The catalog even included Paleotti’s
own bestseller about the shroud of Turin, an object that mysti ed and fascinated early
modern visitors much as it does those in the 21  century.
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Title-page of Alfonso Paleotti’s library catalog. Harry Ransom Center, Ranuzzi Family
Manuscripts, Ph 12840, fol. 173r.
The shelfmarks entered next to many of the archbishop’s books in the catalog hint at the
less straightforward story of how Alfonso’s library came to be. They show us that the
books were largely inherited from his predecessor in o ce, his cousin Gabriele Paleotti,
archbishop of Bologna from 1567 to 1597. A comparison between a 1586 catalog of
Gabriele’s library with the Ransom Center catalog of Alfonso’s reveals that many of the
books in Alfonso’s library retained the same shelfmarks they had in Gabriele’s
collection.  For example, a 1578 martyrology by Pietro Galesini under the shelfmark E.2
in Gabriele’s catalog was also listed as E.2 in Alfonso’s.  And although added by a later
hand in Gabriele’s catalog, Baronio’s Annales was kept under F.1 in both.  As in Alfonso’s,
Gabriele’s catalog generally lists books alphabetically by author, with a shelfmark at the
end of the entry.  Even the title-pages of the two archbishops’ catalogs are similar,
featuring their shared family crest. But not everything is identical. In addition to adding
more recent books like his work on the shroud, Alfonso also removed books that had
been included Gabriele’s catalog and could no longer be found. It seems Alfonso had
done due diligence: missing books were marked as such in Gabriele’s catalog by a later
hand, and a list was compiled of the hundreds of missing books.  Alfonso’s catalog in






Page from the catalog of Alfonso Paleotti’s library listing Baronio’s Annales
ecclesiastici. Harry Ransom Center, Ranuzzi Family Manuscripts, Ph 12840, fol. 179r.
The many missing books perhaps attest to the collection’s heavy use. Gabriele wanted
his books to serve as a kind of public library for clergy, particularly poor clerics who
could not afford to buy good books to help them write sermons. During Gabriele’s
lifetime, the English Catholic refugee and theologian William Shepreve served as
librarian for the archbishop’s collection, “always adding books, not only for the service of
the archiepiscopal palace, but also for preachers, or others who have need of the books,
of which he keeps an index.”  In his  nal years, Gabriele took steps to make his personal
book collection a permanent feature of Bologna’s archiepiscopal palace. He had a
purpose-built room constructed for it in 1595, and in his will, he stipulated that a
complete inventory be drawn up within two months after his death, and that no book be
sold or taken out of the library.  The catalog in the Ransom Center advertises itself as
“the library of Alfonso Paleotti.” In reality, though, Alfonso’s library was both a family
heirloom and an institutional resource for the archdiocese of Bologna.
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Pages with Ranuzzi arms and volume title in Harry Ransom Center, Ranuzzi
Family Manuscripts, Ph 12840.
The current location of Alfonso’s catalog is also revealing. It is bound as part of a
miscellany of manuscript material (both originals and copies) from the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. This single volume is one of the 620 volumes the Ransom Center
owns from the Ranuzzi collection—another Bolognese family library. This collection was
started by Count Vincenzo Antonio Ranuzzi, between 1706 and 1726, who wanted to
preserve information and knowledge for his son, Marc’Antonio.  As in other Ranuzzi
volumes, the one containing Alfonso’s catalog begins with Count Ranuzzi’s own
elaborate coat of arms and a title-page with a shelfmark. This one was the 34th volume
in the library’s “Raccolta di varii manoscritti,” or “collection of various manuscripts.”
It seems likely that the Ranuzzi acquired Alfonso’s catalog during the Count’s initial burst
of collecting in the  rst decades of the eighteenth century; by 1731, another archbishop
of Bologna had searched for this text in vain. Better known as Pope Benedict XIV,
Prospero Lambertini was archbishop of Bologna from 1731 to 1754 and made it his pet
project to restore the Paleotti library in the archiepiscopal palace to its former grandeur.
Lambertini lamented that in 1642, Archbishop Girolamo Colonna had moved the
collection to a different and more spacious location: “But in that part [of the
archiepiscopal palace], nobody remembered it.”  During one of Bologna’s wet winters,
the books became water damaged.  Lambertini had the books repaired, including the
magni cent Antwerp Polyglot Bible that he had found “mutilated,” and moved them to
another wing. He also sought to ful l the stipulation in Gabriele Paleotti’s will that an
inventory of the books be made by his successor. He wrote, “With no amount of
diligence could we  nd this catalog—if it was ever made.” So, in 1738, Lambertini created
a new catalog. And he had it printed so it would avoid the same fate as the manuscript
catalog Alfonso must have made:
We had this inventory of the books that could be found printed so that there
would be many copies, and it would never again disappear, if it were only left
copied in manuscript—as we strongly suspect happened earlier to the  rst
catalog, which we don’t doubt was created and compiled by Alfonso Paleotti,
who succeeded Gabriele, even if as we said, it never came into our hands.
If only Lambertini had thought to send his agents on a short walk across town to
Palazzo Ranuzzi, where Alfonso’s missing catalog was already bound and shelved as
“Raccolta di varii manoscritti,” Vol. 34.
Fortunately for us, the once-elusive manuscript is now in Austin. In addition to solving a
little eighteenth-century puzzle about its existence and whereabouts, its presence at the
Ransom Center makes it possible to tell part of a long history of the creation,
continuation, and destruction of book collections in Bologna. The vast majority of the
sources we study as historians are often several times removed from their original
contexts, and recovering those contexts often requires tracing the sinuous provenance
of the books and manuscripts that preserve them. We can see other places that
Alfonso’s catalog had meaning when we learn that it moved to Ranuzzi’s collection and





A similarly rich story could be told about the catalog’s journey to Texas. What does
Paleotti’s catalog tells us about the movement of books in early modern Bologna? The
libraries of elite families and ecclesiastical institutions overlapped, and, even though
both were intended to preserve knowledge for future generations, books often went
missing. The creation of one library drew on the dissemination of books from others.
Gabriele’s creation of an archiepiscopal library incorporated his own family’s
books.  Books that had once been kept in the Palazzo Paleotti were moved to the
Palazzo Arcivescovile. Even then, under Alfonso’s care, the collection continued to blur
the line between a personal library and a public, institutionalized resource. And as
Alfonso marked books in Gabriele’s old catalog as missing, more almost certainly
disappeared. A century later, the Ranuzzi turned to Bologna’s ecclesiastical libraries as
well as the city’s private collectors to create their family library, making their collection
out of the remnants of many Bolognese libraries. The catalog documenting “The Library
of Alfonso Paleotti, Archbishop of Bologna” sheds light on one of them.
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